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Abstract. The Brazilian Exclusive Economic Zone, or the “Blue Amazon”, with
its extensive maritime area, is the primary means of transport for the country’s
foreign trade and is important due to its oil reserves, gas and other mineral
resources, in addition to the significant influence on the Brazilian climate. We
have manually built a question answering (QA) dataset based on crawled articles and have applied an off-the-shelf QA system based on a fine-tuned BERTimbau Model, achieving an F1-score of 47.0. More importantly, we explored how
the proper visualization of attention weights can support helpful interpretations
of the system’s answers, which is critical in real environments.

1. Introduction
The Brazilian maritime territory that is often called the “Blue Amazon” has received
increasing attention due to its strategic, economic and environmental importance. With
an area of 3.6 million km², similar in size to the Brazilian share of the Amazon rainforest,
the Blue Amazon borders the entire Brazilian coast and enters the Atlantic Ocean towards
Africa [Wiesebron 2013]. From a strategic and economic point of view, the region is
home to enormous reserves of oil and minerals [Thompson and Muggah 2015]. On the
environmental side, the region holds enormous marine biodiversity. However, despite the
growing interest of authorities and companies in the region, the literature on the subject, as
well as the knowledge of the population about the region, is still scarce [Castro et al. 2017,
Wiesebron 2013]. Hence, it is valuable to develop intelligent tools that have the potential
to cover these gaps and improve the knowledge access on the subject.
Amongst the possible initiatives to address this issue, Question Answering (QA)
systems offer to a very straightforward strategy: a model is trained in a domain-specific
dataset and, once it reaches certain quality criteria, it can serve real users, directly answering their queries in natural language. Some of the best QA systems have relied on the
Transformer architecture [Vaswani et al. 2017], often based on BERT [Devlin et al. 2019]
or T5 [Raffel et al. 2019].
Despite its success, a Transformer model is a neural model and, as such, it
works as a “black box”: it is not transparent how the model gets to a predicted output, which may be totally wrong – and this might be potentially harder in today’s

most popular models with their hundreds of millions or even billions of parameters
[Ghaeini et al. 2020]. To meet this challenge, some research has focused on understanding whether BERT learns linguistic features such as part of speech (POS), dependency
relationships (DEP) or named entity recognition (NER) on its multiple attention heads
[Lample et al. 2016]. Others try to directly visualize the attention weights of models
trained in neural machine translation tasks in order to facilitate the users’ understanding
of the generated translations, especially when they do not make sense [Lee et al. 2017].
Similarly, [Ghaeini et al. 2020] uses the attention weights to interpret decisions from natural language inference (NLI) models, and [Vig 2019a] found even evidence of model
biases with the help of them, which is noteworthy for several current practical reasons
[Bender and Friedman 2018].
Although there are limitations about the explanatory [Wiegreffe and Pinter 2020]
and even the interpretive [Serrano and Smith 2020] power on the importance of attention
weights in model decisions, we still argue that intelligent exploration of attention patterns
can be instructive and help to understand critical issues or bugs that occur in real systems
in production.
To test whether and how a model can adequately answer questions about the Blue
Amazon domain, we first manually built a QA dataset based on Wikipedia articles and a
textbook [Salas et al. 2011] on the theme with 400 question-answer pairs (QA-pairs).1 We
then applied an off-the-shelf BERTimbau-Base model [Guillou 2021, Souza et al. 2020a]
fine-tuned on the Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) [Rajpurkar et al. 2016]
previously translated into Portuguese. Finally, we used BertViz to explore the views of the
Transformer’s attention heads, showing how this approach can be useful to understand,
parse and debug the model.

2. Background
2.1. Transformers
Transformer have been widely used in several natural language processing applications,
such as summarization [Liu and Lapata 2019], question answering [Lewis et al. 2020,
Guu et al. 2020] and sentiment analysis [Li et al. 2019].
These neural models are based on the attention mechanism and dispense recurrent
neural networks. They are often pre-trained in a self-supervised manner over a huge
open-domain database, such as the entire Wikipedia, and then fine-tuned on a specific
domain dataset, which can be annotated. The transfer of learning from the first general
stage to the second, the specific one, is primarily responsible for these models consistently
dominating the rankings of classic natural language processing (NLP) tasks such as the
SQuAD dataset [Raffel et al. 2019].
2.2. SQuAD
SQuAD is one of the first large-scale QA datasets with more than one hundred thousand
QA pairs. The questions come with a context, and the answer is a segment from it, thus
being a reading comprehension dataset. The contexts were taken from Wikipedia articles
in the same way as our dataset on the Blue Amazon. As both have the same origin, it is
expected that models trained for the SQuAD also present good results in our QA dataset.
1

The dataset and related codes are available at https://github.com/C4AI/blab-qa-viz

3. Models
3.1. BERTimbau fine-tuned on SQuAD in Portuguese
We applied a fine-tuned BERTimbau-Base model [Souza et al. 2020b], a BERT model2
initially pre-trained in Portuguese, fine-tuned [Guillou 2021] on a translated version of
the SQuAD v1.1 dataset. It is currently one of the best available models on the SQuAD
dataset in Portuguese.3
3.2. BertViz
BertViz was introduced by [Vig 2019a] as an open-source tool for visualizing multiheaded attention in Transformers models, such as BERT and GPT-2. It offers three visualization scales: over the attention-head (Head View), the model (Model View) and the
neurons (Neurons View). In this work we focus on the first two ones4 .
It is important to highlight that BertViz offers robust and clear visualizations of the
Transformers’ attention layers, and represents the state-of-the-art among their peers. The
tool intends to support the interpretability of the models, allowing a deeper exploration of
how the model arrived at a decision – although a more detailed analysis of such answer is
still a step that requires more specialized knowledge.
3.2.1. Head View
Applying the attention-head view in a transformer layer, this tool allows us to visualized
the attention patterns produced by the attentions heads. As observed at the Figure 1
[Vig 2019b] there is a example of this view for the following input sentences: at the first
image on the left “the cat sat on the mat” and at the image of the center “the cat lay on
the rug”. The self-attention in this view is represented as lines connecting the tokens that
are attending (left) with the tokens being attended to (right). The colors, in this case, are
to identify the corresponding attention head(s), and the line weight reflects the attention
score. It permits us to select the layer and one or more attention heads represented by the
colored patches at the Figure 1, as well filter attention from the combination of sentences
(sentence A to sentence A, sentence A to sentence B, sentence B to sentence B, and
sentence B to sentence A). In the end is possible to filter attention by token (Figure 2), in
that case the target tokens are highlighted by attention strength.
The attention-head view aims to show us how attention browse between tokens
for a particular layer and head. In the image on the left of Figure 1, for example, we can
see that attention is distributed evenly (not all) across words in the same sentence. In the
image on the right of Figure 1, in contrast, we observe that the attention is focused on
related words within the opposite sentence.
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The main idea behind BERT is the use of pre-training with self-supervised learning, in which the model
tries to predict randomly masked words from random sentences taken from the corpus, e.g., a large amount
of text gathered in the language in question. This allows the model to store a lot of relevant information
of the language being trained within its parameters. It has proven to be very efficient in NLP and it shows
state-of-the-art results in several datasets.
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Figure 1. Head view: Attention head view for the sentences “the cat sat on the
mat” and “the cat lay on the rug”.[Vig 2019b]

Figure 2. Model view: All attention heads and layers connections are displayed
in a single view. While early layers capture low-level patterns, final layers capture
higher level sentence representations from separators. [Vig 2019b]

3.2.2. Model View
Providing a view of attention to all models (layers and heads), as we can see in Figure 2
at both images from work of [Vig 2019b]. The author shows the attention heads in tabular
form, in each row in the image representing the layers and the columns representing
attention heads. As quoted by the author: “Each layer/head is visualized in a thumbnail
form that conveys the coarse shape of the attention pattern, following the small multiples
design pattern”.
This view allows us to browse over all the attention heads and, through the layers
of the BERT model, see patterns evolve in the attention heads. In the Figure 2 watching
the image on the left, we see that layers 0 to 2 capture low-level patterns, for example,
layer 2 and head 0 the attention are to the next word in the sentence. In layers 9 to 11 as
we see in the Figure 2 at the image on the right, the attention focus on sentence separa-

tors, which that in the author’s note it may encode higher level sentence representations
[Vig 2019b].
Interpretability of a model is essential for us to detect possible failures or weaknesses in the patterns learning processes, especially in finding dataset characteristics used
for learning that can be critical and that possibly will “not converge” to a solution that
can be useful by the end-user. Therefore, it is of great value in validating the learning of
models and dataset correction.

4. Blue Amazon Dataset Generation
To perform tests on our data about the Blue Amazon, we created the Blue Amazon QA
dataset. The Blue Amazon QA dataset is fully composed of handcrafted QAs about the
context extracted from Wikipedia articles related to the Blue Amazon.
We applied the following methodology to create the dataset: Firstly, we defined
the Wikipedia articles that would be utilized as context. We gathered 40 articles related to
the Brazilian coast geography, oceanic islands, marine biodiversity, coastal cities and villages, among others. Then, we created a Telegram bot assistant that interacted with users
upon solicited, displaying random paragraphs from the set of Wikipedia articles and asked
for QAs about the topics. The bot would save the QAs sent by the users, automatically
associating them to the corresponding Wikipedia article and paragraph position.
We assigned four specialists to generate QAs, that were advised to generate complete and self-explanatory questions, accompanied by direct short answers. The specialists created 100 QA pairs each, following the same methodology. After the generation cycle, all resulting QAs were reviewed by the authors, and the resulting dataset had around
400 QAs about the Wikipedia extracts.
Table 1 shows some examples of QAs with their associated Wikipedia article title
(Wiki. ref.) and reference paragraph position (Pos.). As one can see, most of the dataset
is composed of direct questions accompanied by a maximum of three words per answer.

Table 1. Extract of the handcrafted Blue Amazon QA dataset. The dataset has
question and answers associated to a specific Wikipedia article (Wiki. ref.) and
paragraph position (Pos.).

Wiki. ref.
Coastline of Brazil
Coastline of Brazil
Port of Tubarão
Rocas Atoll
Guanabara Bay

Question
Qual é o tamanho da costa do Amapá?
(What is the length of the Amapá’s coastline?)
Quantas praias tem a costa do Amapá?
(How many beaches are in Amapá’s coastline ?)
Quando o Porto de Tubarão foi criado?
(When was the Port of Tubarão created?)
Qual é o único atol do atlântico sul?
(What is the only South Atlantic atoll?)
Qual é o tamanho da baı́a de Guanabara?
(How long is guanabara bay?)

Answer
Quase 600 km
(Almost 600 km)
3 praias
(3 beaches)

Pos.

1966

0

Atol das Rocas
(Rocas Atoll)

0

31 km

1

14
12

5. Results
5.1. Model Performance on the Blue Amazon Dataset
In table 2, we report the F1-score, the Exact Match (EM), and the RougeL (R-L) metrics
obtained with our fine-tuned BERTimbau model on the Blue Amazon Dataset.
Table 2. Result of QA dataset test with the metrics.

To perform the experiments, we leveraged a machine in Colab Research Google
with GPUs Tesla K80 12GB, 12.69GB of RAM and 73.27GB of Disk. Under these conditions, the inference time – that is, the time it took to a model to generate an answer to a
single question from the test set – was around 0.52s.
5.2. Case Study: Interpretability on Blue Amazon Portuguese QA

Figure 3. Model view: Attention head view for the sentences Ele abrange as
partes onshore e offshore do Atlantico Sul com a parte de onshore localizada
perto do Rio de Janeiro (“It covers the onshore and offshore parts of the South
Atlantic with the onshore part located near Rio de Janeiro”).

It is easy to be amazed or utterly disappointed with the result of a complex model
like BERT for QA or many other Transformers models. On one hand, we are intrigued by
the surprising result of getting the correct answer for one’s question; on the other hand,
we wonder what is wrong in the model when it does not get the expected result and we
are also stuck because it is not easy to control the learning of these models to the point
of optimizing until it successfully answers all the questions in a domain of knowledge
(Utopia). Worse than that is not being able to explain an answer the result to a researcher
or user. So, interpretability methods are critical because they give us the ability to interpret
a case as a QA model based on BERT and Squad with knowledge about our Blue Amazon
that we are interested in improving here.

Figure 4. Head view: Attention head view for the sentences Ele abrange as partes
onshore e offshore do Atlantico Sul com a parte de onshore localizada perto do
Rio de Janeiro (“It covers the onshore and offshore parts of the South Atlantic
with the onshore part located near Rio de Janeiro”).

Figure 5. Head view: Attention head view for the sentences Ele abrange as partes
onshore e offshore do Atlantico Sul com a parte de onshore localizada perto do
Rio de Janeiro (“It covers the onshore and offshore parts of the South Atlantic
with the onshore part located near Rio de Janeiro”).

In our scenario, in addition to an answer given by the algorithm or model, a user
also wants answers to questions such as: Why did the model give that answer? How
did it learn the language of that text? or a simply Why?. In this context, to clarify so
many possible questions raised by users, as a case of study a question was asked to the
QA model about Blue Amazon like: Onde está localizado a parte onshore da bacia de
Campos? (“Where is the onshore part of the Campos basin located?”). The text snippet

Figure 6. Head and Model view: Attention head view for the sentences Onde está
localizado a parte onshore da bacia de Campos? (“Where is the onshore part of
the Campos basin located?”).

Figure 7. Head and Model view: Attention head view for the sentences Onde está
localizado a parte onshore da bacia de Campos? (“Where is the onshore part of
the Campos basin located?”).

containing in the knowledge to this question can be observed here: Ele abrange as partes
onshore e offshore do Atlantico Sul com a parte de onshore localizada perto do Rio de
Janeiro (“It covers the onshore and offshore parts of the South Atlantic with the onshore
part located near Rio de Janeiro”). Finally, the answer generated was for the question is:

perto do Rio de Janeiro (“near Rio de Janeiro”).
In order to interpret the output of the model, the BertViz library was used to look
at the relationships between the sentences in pieces analyzing each layer and heads of
attention. Bringing up the view of the heads of attention in Figure 3, Sentence A (left) →
Sentence B (right). It is possible to see the attention given to the word onde (“where”)
connected to the words perto do Rio de Janeiro (“near do Rio de Janeiro”, indicating a
relationship between the answer and the question, besides suggesting that the model in a
given layer is able to understand semantic relationships between words as we observed
between the adverbs onde (“where”) and perto (“close”) or between adverb and verb
onde (“where”) and localizada (“located”). It is easy to notice that as you go to the next
layer, this relationship becomes more and more intense, and the attention is stronger. In
Figure 4 and Figure 5 we show this strong connection by visualizing word by word.
Another common pattern observed in this model is the layers paying attention
to the same words, same roots or close semantic meanings, as is the case in Figure 6,
in which we see attention to the word localizada (“located”) with the word localizado
(“located“), the word abrange (“embrace”) with the word localizado (“located”), the
word partes (“parts”) with parte (“part”) and finally the word onshore.

Figure 8. Head and Model view: Attention head view for the sentences perto do
Rio de Janeiro (“near Rio de Janeiro”).

Although Rio de Janeiro is the name of a state in Brazil, it is important to highlight
that the sentences undergo a pre-treatment before they are fit to the model, in which case
all the words are in their uppercase form. This lends a different meaning to the words rio
(“river”) and janeiro (“january”), so the relation of attention observed between the word
rio (“river”) and bacia (“basin”) in Figure 7 makes perfect sense. It also shows how

attention based models are powerful for language understanding, unlike word frequency
based models like BM25 [Robertson and Zaragoza 2009] that only get relationships if the
words are identical.
Finally, we note the attention given to the words that together are the answers to
the question asked. We can see in Figure 8 that all attention was given to the same words
in both sentences, with virtually no attention given to another word in the sentence containing the answer, which strongly indicates the correct classification of the models when
deciding that the correct answer to the question Onde está localizado a parte onshore da
bacia de Campos? (“Where is the onshore part of the Campos basin located?”) it is, in
fact, perto do Rio de Janeiro (“near Rio de Janeiro”).

6. Conclusion
In this work, we combined an off-the-shelf BERTimbau model fine-tuned on a version of
the SQuAD dataset translated into Portuguese with BertViz to visualize attention weights.
It proved to be a useful way to complement the interpretation of the model’s decisions
on the generated answers. Also, we contributed with a QA dataset built from filtered
articles from Wikipedia and a textbook, both in Portuguese, about the Blue Amazon.
As future work, we would like to expand the dataset on the Blue Amazon by creating new questions manually and by filtering and translating domain-specific QA-pairs
from massive open-domain datasets, such as PAQ [Lewis et al. 2021] or Natural Questions [Kwiatkowski et al. 2019]. In addition, we will focus our efforts on developing an
interpretability method that integrates the two BertViz’s views and exposes the value vectors beyond the assertions, giving us a straightforward conclusion about the results in a
user-friendly layout.
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